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Summary
The Dandenong Ranges and Yarra Valley contribute enormously to the ecosystem health of Greater
Melbourne. The area contains the headwaters of the Yarra River and Westernport catchments and
supports a rich biodiversity.
The large number of threatened and endangered species in the Dandenong Ranges and Yarra Valley
demonstrate that ecosystem health in these areas is in decline. Feral deer have become one of the
main threats to threatened and endangered species, remnant vegetation, the waterways, wildlife
and the ecosystem restoration efforts of the many volunteers groups active in this area.
Populations of feral deer have exploded in the past ten years. This appears to be linked to the 2009
bushfires with feral deer moving out of burnt forests down into the Yarra Valley and The
Dandenongs to seek food and shelter. Populations have been increasing exponentially since.
Research into control methods other than hunting is desperately needed. Until other methods
become available, substantial government investment in professional shooters is required to get
deer populations back under control and to reduce the damage to our fragile ecosystems.
On a broader level the Draft Victorian Deer Management Strategy needs to be finalised with an
emphasis on ecosystem protection rather than recreational hunting protection. Feral deer must be
declared a pest species.
Impacts of deer on ecosystem health
Impacts of deer on the natural environment in this area include:
• grazing and trampling of vegetation;
• browsing everything within reach, from trees ferns to the smallest orchid;
• preventing regeneration;
• killing trees and shrubs by antler rubbing, including rainforest species such as Sassafras and
Muttonwood;
• creating wallows in billabongs and other wetlands;
• accelerating erosion by collapsing creek banks and wallowing;
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increased turbidity and habitat destruction for aquatic species (including threatened species);
spreading weeds and increasing nutrients favouring weeds through urine and faeces;
opening of and drying out of forest with increased risk of fire; and
impacts on the whole ecosystem. For example, the deterioration of vegetation over time is likely to
have severe negative impacts on other threatened species such as the Sooty Owl, Powerful Owl and
Grey Goshawk, as these apex predators rely on prey species such as antechinus and bush rats whose
habitat is being removed and destroyed by browsing deer. Over-browsing of shrubs has opened the
understorey of the forest, leaving wildlife more vulnerable to introduced predators such as foxes and
cats.

Deer are causing substantial damage to key biodiversity reserves in the Dandenong Ranges and Yarra Valley,
such as Yellingbo Nature Conservation Reserve (YNCR) and Dandenong Ranges National Park.
YNCR contains the total wild populations of the critically endangered Helmeted Honeyeater and lowland
genetic form of Leadbeater’s possum, 285 native flora, 230 native vertebrate species and areas of sedge rich
Eucalyptus Camphora Swamp, a community classified as of National Significance.
The habitat of the Helmeted Honeyeater and lowland Leadbeater’s Possum is also the preferred habitat of
Fallow, Sambar and Red deer.
Hundreds of community groups have worked tirelessly for decades in an attempt to reverse ecosystem
decline in the Dandenong Ranges and Yarra Valley. They are now seeing this work destroyed by

feral deer.

Figure 1 Macclesfield Landcare Group revegetation site, Oxford Downs Road, Macclesfield. (Fauna

camera, Ron Sawyer)
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Sherbrooke Forest in the Dandenong Ranges National Park is another example of the unacceptably high
threat of deer to our threatened and endangered species, remnant vegetation, the waterways,

wildlife and the ecosystem restoration efforts of the many volunteers groups active in this area.
Sherbrooke Forest is an iconic place for Melburnians, national and international tourists; with huge
mountain ash trees, lyrebirds, fern gullies and rainforest.
“Almost every young treefern in Sherbrooke is being over-browsed and killed by deer. There will be no
replacement of these rainforest sentinels when they die. If nothing changes, the extinction of cool temperate
rainforest in Sherbrooke is very likely.” Leon Costermans, botanist and author
The Cool Temperate Rainforest in Sherbrooke is a threatened vegetation community in Victoria. Sambar
deer cause extensive siltation of fragile aquatic environments that the rare Sherbrooke Amphipod
(Austrogammarus haasei) and Dandenongs Amphipod (A. australis) rely upon.
These species of amphipod require dense shade above their stream habitat to survive the hot dry summers.
The tree death caused by feral deer is opening up the canopy along these creeks, exposing the animals to
harsh summer temperatures. The Kallista Flightless Stonefly (Leptoperla kallistae) and Dandenongs
Burrowing Crayfish (Engaeus urostrictus) suffer similar fates.
In the headwaters of Monbulk Creek over 90% of Sassafras trees are severely damaged, all treeferns within
reach of browsing deer have died or are dying due to over-browsing of new fronds and the once pure
headwaters of Monbulk Creek now run turbid and muddy, with wallows dotted along its length (survey by
Sherbooke Lyrebird Survey Group).

Figure 2: Images by Alex Maisey
Several plant species (in addition to the entire Cool Temperate Rainforest vegetation community) are also
threatened by deer in Sherbrooke, including the threatened Slender Treefern (Cyathea cunninghamii) and the
regionally significant Silky Fan-fern (Sticherus urceolatus) and Bristly Shield-fern (Lastreopsis hispida).
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Figure 2.
Two stags in a
former patch of
ground fern, now
denuded.
Sherbrooke
Forest, 2013

Figure 3: Images by Alex Maisey

Substantial government investment is required in professional deer control
Culling deer by shooting is the only method currently available to land managers to reduce deer
populations. Research into controls other than shooting is an essential and immediate need.
Assessments should be made of a range of other control methods, such as genetic and biological
controls and targeted baiting.
In the Yellingbo area, Parks Victoria relied on volunteer shooters to try and keep the population
down for several years. In the four years to October 2017, 300 deer were culled in some 250
operations in YNCR, Warramate Hills Nature Conservation Reserve and Dandenong Ranges National
Park.
In the 18 months to the end of June 2020, 275 deer have been culled by professional shooters in
YNCR and on surrounding private properties, alone. Funding for this professional deer control has
been provided by State and Federal government programs.
These results provide evidence that professional culling is effective in reducing populations of feral
deer. Professional shooters who are licensed to have silencers on their rifles have a much better
chance of getting multiple deer at one time. Deer herds quickly scatter when a shot is fired by
recreational shooters.
Professional shooters are employed on vineyards and with strawberry farmers in the Yarra Valley at
a significant cost to landholders. Significant government investment in professional shooters is
required to initially get deer populations back under control. Investment is required in grants to
both private landholders and to public land managers.
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We propose that government substantially increase investment in professional culling to reduce
populations. Recreational hunters could then help to maintain these reduced populations.
We recognise that volunteer shooting associations have contributed a huge amount of time and
effort to deer control in Victoria and we would be in a worse position without this huge volunteer
effort.
However, the Draft Deer Management Strategy 2018 focussed on protecting recreational hunting
rather than protecting ecosystems. The final Deer Management Strategy needs to be urgently
released with strong measures that will have an immediate effect on addressing the threat of feral
deer across Victoria.
We ask the Parliamentary Inquiry to recommend that the Victorian government;

1. Substantially increases government investment in professional shooters to get the Victorian feral
deer population back under control on both public and private land.
a) Incorporate deer control funding into ongoing management budgets for Parks Victoria.
Funding must be ongoing as it should be for all pest plant and animal control works.
b) Incorporate deer control funding into Landcare and community government grants
c) Cease reliance on volunteer shooting organisations to control the threat of feral deer while
still providing recreational hunting opportunities
2. Urgently releases the Deer Management Strategy that focusses on protecting ecosystems, not
recreational hunting
3. Declares feral deer as a pest animal
4. Funds research into alternative deer control methods

